Aminergic projections to cochlear nucleus via descending auditory pathways.
The cochlear nucleus (CN) receives descending input from a variety of auditory nuclei. Descending inputs from the superior olive in particular have been well described, especially those of olivocochlear neurons, which terminate ultimately in the cochlea. It has been demonstrated that olivocochlear neurons receive serotonergic and noradrenergic inputs and thus form a route by which the aminergic system may modulate cochlear mechanisms. Since olivocochlear neurons send collaterals into the CN, it is possible that they also from a route by which the aminergic systems modulate CN processes. The goal of the current study was to determine if neurons in the superior olive that projected to the CN received serotonergic or noradrenergic inputs. The retrograde tracer WGAapoHRP-Au was injected into the CN of cats. The brainstems were silver-enhanced to visualize the tracer and then immunohistochemically processed with antibodies raised against serotonin or dopamine-beta-hydroxylase (DBH) to label serotonergic or noradrenergic fibers, respectively. The sections were viewed with high power light microscopy to determine if the retrogradely labeled neurons were contacted by serotonin- or DBH-immunoreactive varicosities. Retrogradely labeled cells were observed in auditory brainstem nuclei known to project to the CN including the superior olivary complex and inferior colliculus bilaterally and the opposite CN. In these regions, retrogradely labeled neurons were closely associated with serotonin- and/or DBH-immunoreactive varicosities. Assuming a synaptic relationship between the projection neurons and varicosities, these results indicate that the serotonergic and noradrenergic systems innervate the descending pathways to the CN. Since the serotonergic and noradrenergic systems modulate their targets based on level of arousal, these results support the theory that descending systems are involved in selective attention.